THE CONTACTS OF CIVILIZATIONS
During the War Sisovath was able to stop a revolt merely by requesting
his subjects to lay down their arms, an achievement which the French
with all their forces had not been able to effect. Finally, appreciating
the value of this authority, the French have undertaken reforms under
the royal aegis. Control of the mandarinate and finances was, as usual,
the keystone of French effort, followed by modifications of the legisla-
tion, and a separation of the judicial and administrative powers.
What has made the Protectorates of Laos and Cambodia a striking
success is essentially the sympathetic character of the peoples of those
countries. If they lack Annamite industry, intelligence, and initiative,
they are gentle, artistic, and loyal. The French who have served in
Cambodia and Laos become deeply attached to the people^
reciprocally. This fundamental congeniality, which has never
marred by the violence of conquest, is responsible for the co-opeiatioa
that has slowly made Cambodia and Laos permeable by Western
ideas. There is only one obstacle, but it is a vital one: the
are slowly but irrevocably filtering into those two rich and under-
populated countries. In the contemporary rush to develop every source
of economic independence within the empire, it is inconceivable
France will stop the Annamites, who are bom colonizers, from exploit-
ing the agricultural and mineral wealth, which the natives will not
cannot do for themselves. Inter-colonial solidarity and federalism in
Indo-China will inevitably triumph over the Protectorate Ideal,
very name, from the Cambodian and Laotian viewpoint,   is fast
becoming a farce.
In reality the Protectorate has proven an impractical ideal: it has
evolved and been transformed beyond all recognition.	it
was developed by generous-minded statesmen who were	by
the idea of domination, but who equally distrusted
Instead of bodily transplanting French institarioixs,	of the
Protectorate form preferred to encourage native erohztiaa	its
local orbit. Not unmindful of the principles of 17%, the
gloss.es over the brutal fact of colonization. While	as a
coating to the initial military intervention, the Protectorate
Immediately strikes a snag in application.
Since it is inherently a flexible form, adapting itself to the
of each colony, the Brotectorate becomes a chameleon to
Governor's ideas. Since the chief executive in French colonies is
to frequent change, the Protectorate has a Jfoatiu&Wa*	»
not only confusing to the natives* but be^deriag to a	<rf

